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December, 2015 Newsletter
Holidays and new semester

House call discount

I am keeping my regular fall schedule
through the 3rd week of December (Sun
12/20). I’ll be closed from Mon 12/21 – Sun
1/03. The new spring schedule begins in the
first week of January (Mon 1/04). Some of
you reserved regular weekly lessons through
the fall semester, ending in December. Be
sure to reserve your spring dates too.
Remember the $5 / hr monthly discount for
prepaying a minimum of three dates, and the
$10 / hr semester discount for prepaying a
minimum of 12 dates!

Effective spring semester, I will be slightly
adjusting the house call pricing structure.
One hour lessons will continue to be the
same price, but the second hour will now be
billed at the lower office rate. What this
amounts to for pre-paid lessons is $90 for
one hour or $150 for two hours.

MCAT Spring Study Group
I would like to schedule the MCAT study
group for two-hour blocks starting in
January. A couple of you have expressed
interest, and Eva will be contacting you to
organize your preferences. You’ll have a
choice of day (Mon, Tue, Sat, or Sun) and
format. The first option is a free two-hour
session of bio / psych only. The second
option is one hour of the free material and
one hour of billed lessons in the physics and
verbal sections. Group discounts would
apply.

2931 S. Sepulveda Blvd. Upstairs Suite I
Los Angeles, CA, 90064

GRE Class Price Increase
If you are taking the January GRE class,
remember to pay by the enrollment deadline
of January 3. On January 4, the price is
increasing! Next year’s classes will require
a one-time payment of $500 or two
payments of $270. This slight increase
reflects an increasing amount of handout
material.
Free video lessons
Spring semester is slower than the fall, so
I’ll have some time on my hands to record
video lectures for my YouTube channel. I
record 5 – 15 minute lessons. I will take up
to one free request per week, so if you can
think of a topic that you’d like to see worked
out, let me know. I won’t be able to work
out all specific test-prep problems because
of copyright concerns, but you can request
topical overview or maybe particular
problems that you saw in class.
www.TutorInLosAngeles.com
(310) 499-3285
info@NthDegreeTutoring.com
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Gift-ed students
Congratulations are in order for Chris Caso,
who has been working with me on a
notorious chemistry class at LA Trade Tech.
He scored at the top of his class on the last
exam, scoring 88% with a class average in
the 60s!
Alex Dalton, who has been working hard on
the GRE, has brought up her scores by 8 –
10 points on each section. Amazing!

